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Abstract
Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) is a composite material that has been used in some
types of structures for more than thirty years. After its use had been regulated, many companies
have begun to incorporate it as a valid building material.
The use of SFRC in precast segments increases ductility and tenacity, improves the fire and
impact resistance and increases the material response in a tensile state. In addition, SFRC can
eliminate, partially or completely, the traditional reinforcement.
The present thesis aims to demonstrate, using the EHE-08 and RILEM standards, that the
use of SFRC o↵ers a better alternative than the traditional reinforcement. This is exemplified
with the viaduct of the Monterrey metro line 2 in Mexico which is made of conventional and
prestressed reinforced concrete. This is compared to solution using SFRC. The quantity of
fibers is calculated before introducing the post-tensioning.
First, the segment construction is adapted to the Spain’s national regulations and then, the
characteristic stresses due to the external forces are calculated. Afterwards, the longitudinal
and transversal reinforcement to resist these forces are calculated. Once this data is obtained,
the segment geometry and the positions of the post-tensioning are designed.
Then, the stresses due to the self-weight are calculated through SAP2000 software and those
stresses due to shrinkage from relative humidity profile at di↵erent ages according to Bazˇant.
This information allows the calculation of the quantity of fibers at di↵erent ages and the
maximum amount through the RILEM method.
Once the amount of fiber is calculated, the economic, social and technical benefits are analysed
and then compared to traditional reinforcement method to confirm that the use of fibers is
better than the conventional steel bars.
i

Resum
El formigo´ reforc¸at amb fibres d’acer (HRFA) e´s un material utilitzat en alguns tipus
d’estructures des de fa me´s de trenta anys. Despre´s de que s’hagi regulat el seu u´s en diverses
normatives, moltes empreses l’han incorporat com a me´tode de construccio´.
L’u´s de HRFA en dovelles prefabricades produeix un augment de ductilitat i tenacitat, augmenta
la resiste`ncia al foc i per impacte i millora el material quan es troba en un estat de traccio´. A
me´s a me´s, el HRFA permet eliminar parcialment o totalment l’armadura tradicional.
En la present tesina es prete´n demostrar, utilitzant la EHE-08 i la RILEM com a refere`ncies
normatives, que l’u´s de fibres estructurals pot ser millor que l’u´s d’armadura tradicional. Per
veure-ho, es pren com a exemple el viaducte de la l´ınia 2 del metro de Monterrey (Me´xic), fet
amb armadura convencional i pretensat, i es contrasta la solucio´ construida i la solucio´ amb
HRFA. La quantitat de fibres es calcula a partir dels esforc¸os inicials, produ¨ıts pel pes propi
i la retraccio´, que so´n aquells que poden inutilitzar l’estructura abans d’introduir el pretensat
longitudinal.
Primer de tot, s’adapta la dovella feta a Me´xic a la normativa nacional espanyola i es calculen els
esforc¸os deguts a les ca`rregues externes. Despre´s es calcula l’armadura longitudinal i transversal
a partir d’aquestes. Un cop tenim aquestes dades, es dissenya geome`tricament la dovella i les
posicions del pretensat.
Despre´s, es calculen els esforc¸os deguts al pes propi a partir del software SAP2000 i deguts
a la retraccio´ a partir del perfil d’humitats a diverses edats segons Bazˇant. Aquesta informacio´
permet calcular la quantitat de fibres a diferents edats i el seu ma´xim a partir del me`tode
proposat per RILEM.
Un cop calculada la quantitat de fibres es fa un analisi econo´mic, te`cnic i social i una comparacio´
entre el seu u´s i l’u´s d’armadura convencional que confirma que les fibres so´n viables en aquest
tipus d’estructures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Concrete is one of the oldest construction materials known. Throughout the 20th century,
there have been many breakthroughs in the construction industry, not only in technical design
and calculation improvements, but also in concrete technology as material. One of the most
important of these technologies is the use of fibers as a concrete reinforcement. Fibers can be
made of polypropylene, nylon, graphite, etc. but the most popular is steel fibers. The concrete
that uses these fibers is called Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete (hereinafter referred to as SFRC).
Fibers can replace the ordinary reinforcement totally or partially. In the latter case, fibers
can be used in combination with ordinary or prestressed reinforced concrete. In both cases,
the advantages of using fibers are economical as well as structural. From a structural point
of view, fiber reinforced concrete improves the cracking control and fracture characteristics.
In the serviceability limit state, adding fibers reduces the crack width and crack spacing and
increases flexural sti↵ness. In the ultimate limit state, on the other hand, the fibers improve
the reinforced concrete ductility.
Despite the fact that adding fibers improves structural strength and ductility and controls
cracks widths, SFRC is not used as much as reinforced or prestressed concrete. This is due
to the lack of regulations using SFRC as a structural material. Recently, Spain’s regulation
EHE-08, implemented the 14th annex called “Recomendations using fiber reinforced concrete”
to regulate the structures made with this type of concrete.
Although the use of fibers are extended in some types of structures, like tunnel linings or
concrete pavements, they are not used in bridge construction. This thesis is focused on the use
of fibers in precast concrete segmental bridges. The segments are connected by a longitudinal
prestressing that also resists external loads. This thesis will examine if these fibers can be
useful in the first period of the segment to resist the stresses due to the segment self-weight
and the shrinkage, while they are waiting to be put into service. The shrinkage depends on the
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relative humidity gradient and produces stresses higher than the small concrete strength of the
first period of the structure. This factor plus the self-weight can produce cracking and disable
the bridge. The fibers could sew these cracks and could give tensile strength to the precast
segment. After the bridge is built, it will be in a compressed state, so the shrinkage stresses
will not be a problem. The conventional form to avoid initial cracks is introducing additional
bars in the conventional reinforcement. This process is more di cult and takes longer than
introducing a quantity of fibers in the concrete mixture.
The fibers used in this thesis are metallic fibers. They are made of steel and there are several
varieties depending on the carbon amount and on the composition. The concrete and metallic
fiber mixture is called Steel Fiber Reinforcement Concrete (SFRC).
1.2 Objectives
The main aim of the present project is to analyse the viability of using steel structural fibers
instead of conventional passive reinforcement in U-section segmental bridges. In order to
do that, the two alternatives will be compared in economic, structural and social terms.
The purpose is to know in what cases the steel fibers could optimally substitute passive
reinforcement.
In addition, to reach the main aim, these specific objectives have to be taken into account:
1. Evaluate the loads and the steel reinforcement amount needed.
2. Study the cracking in both transient and in service states.
3. Explain and demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of using SFRC instead of
conventional reinforcement.
4. Contribute and extend the SFRC use as a structural element.
1.3 Methodology
To reach the main and specific objectives, the methodology that will be used is expressed
schematically in the flowchart in figure 1.1.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is divided into five chapters and two appendices organized according to the
methodology explained in section 1.3:
⌅ In this first chapter, the objectives and the methodology to reach them are exposed.
⌅ In chapter 2, both the steel fiber reinforced and segmental bridges are introduced by the
state of the art.
⌅ In chapter 3, the original structure is explained. There are also the materials used and
the geometrics characteristics. Finally, with this information and the external applied
loads, the precast segment is designed.
⌅ In chapter 4, the quantity of fibers necessary to introduce to the concrete mixture to resist
the initial stresses is calculated. In addition, the economic, social and technical viabilities
are analysed and compared both alternatives of using fibers or passive reinforcement.
⌅ Finally, in chapter 5, there are the conclusions and the future lines of research.
⌅ Appendix A includes all the steps needed to calculate the longitudinal and transversal
reinforcements according to EHE-08.
⌅ Appendix B includes the drawings to interpret the precast segment design.
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State of the art
2.1 Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete
Definition
The fibers are short strips of a specific material, often steel, that when mixed into the concrete
matrix, can provide an alternative to the conventional steel bars or welded fabric in some
applications improving one or more properties of the concrete matrix. Figure 2.1 shows several
types of steel fibers.
Figure 2.1: Examples of steel fibers
The concept of adding fibers as a reinforcement is not new, they have been used since ancient
times. For example, straw was used in mud bricks. In the beginning of 20th century, asbestos
fibers were used in concrete. These first two concepts of fibers are exemplified in figure 2.2.
In the 1950s, the concept of composite materials appeared and the study of fiber reinforced
concrete was one of the most interesting topics.
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(a) Mud bricks with straw (b) Concrete with asbestos fibers
Figure 2.2: First concepts of fibers
SFRC can be defined as a composite material made of Portland cement, aggregates, water
and adding a percentage of short discrete steel fibres, randomly distributed, to improve one or
several properties. These fibers are added in the concrete mixture before using it and they are
uniformly distributed within the concrete matrix. Their geometry and their material determine
their e ciency.
The SFRC initial concept is similar to conventional reinforced concrete, because both of them
stabilize the cracks that are produced by stresses. Instead of using a few oriented steel bars,
the SFRC is formed by many small unoriented fibers that are ready to support the structure
when the matrix starts to crack. In figure 2.3, there is a scheme of the fibers behaviour in a
tensioned state. If there are steel bars, the break will be brittle and the construction is disabled
immediately. However, fibers control the spread of microcracks, first by improving the overall
cracking resistance of matrix itself, and also by preventing their widening into major cracks.
Therefore, the cracking will be ductile.
Figure 2.3: Fibers behaviour versus a tensioned state
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2.1.1 Fibers function
The fibers are short and thin that are added into concrete mixture to give to it several properties.
According to Spain’s regulation, EHE-08 [6], fibers could be classified as:
⌅ Structural fibers: they provide a higher energy breaking point to the mass concrete.
Their contribution is used to calculate the serviceability or ultimate limit state and
their utilization could mean the total or partial substitution of ordinary reinforcement.
Thus, fibers require a high Young modulus. If this value were low, there would be large
deformations and, as a consequence, large cracks would form.
⌅ Non-structural fibers: their main aim is the improvement of one of the concrete properties,
for example, increasing fire resistance.
2.1.2 Fiber basic parameters
Fibers are defined by their geometric and mechanical characteristics. The geometric
characteristics are its length, it equivalent diameter and its slenderness. They are depicted
the figure 2.4 and explained below.
Figure 2.4: Fiber geometric parameters
⌅ Length, lf : the distance between the two extremes of the fiber. To avoid manipulation
problems and the appearance of pores, the length has to be lower than the aggregate
maximum size. Furthermore, it has to have a minimum size to guarantee the anchorage
to transfer the stresses from the matrix to the fibers. The normal range of this value is
from 10mm to 75mm.
⌅ Equivalent diameter, df : not all the fibers have a circular diameter, so, the equivalent
diameter is the diameter of a circle which has an area equal to the medium area of the
fiber cross-section.
The fiber length and equivalent diameter for each structure are determined on a case
by case basis and depend on mechanical characteristics.
⌅ Slenderness  f : the ratio between the length (lf ) and the equivalent diameter (df ). This
value is an indicator of the quantity of fibers per m3 or per kg. This parameter is from
30 to 150. The greater the slenderness, the greater the quantity of fibers.
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The range of the quantity of fibers is between 30 and 60 kg/m3 (0.35-0.75% in volume). If
the quantity of fibers are higher than 1% or the slenderness has a value higher than 100, the
probability of the fiber clump formation is higher.
Another important parameter is the fiber shape. The manufacturers changed the geometric
shape to improve the adherence between fibers and concrete. They improved the fibers by
choosing curves and adding irregularities. Thus, the fiber could be conformed or crushed or
it could have ripples or corrugations. They might be galvanized or made of stainless steel to
improve their corrosion resistance. In figure 2.5, these fibers are exemplified.
Figure 2.5: Fiber shapes
In addition, there are several fiber cross-section types, from the most common fibers, like
circular, to the most specific, like irregular. In figure 2.6, these fiber cross-sections are
exemplified.
Figure 2.6: Fiber cross-section shapes
Fiber mechanical and physical characteristics are also important. The most significant
parameters are:
⌅ Fiber tensioned strength: stress corresponding to the maximum load that the fiber can
support. It is calculated dividing the value of this load by the fiber cross-section medium
area. This parameter is related to the matrix strength, in other words, if high-strength
concretes are used, the fibers should have more resistance.
⌅ Young modulus: initial slope in the     " curve. If this value is low, a large deformation
will be necessary to support the load and, resulting in a large cracked opening. The more
resistant fibers have a Young modulus higher than 25 GPa.
⌅ Linear density: mass per length unit. Linear density is expressed in tex (1tex=1g/1000m),
the unit used in the textile industry to measure thread.
⌅ Ultimate elongation: elongation at the moment the fiber breaks.
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2.1.3 Fiber materials
EHE-08 [6] has regulated the following three types of fibers:
⌅ Steel fibers: according to their manufacturing they are classified as:
– Type I: cold-drawn
– Type II: cut into sheets
– Type III: extracted by hot scraping
– Type IV: others
The shape is related with the adherence. In figure 2.7, there are several examples of steel
fiber shapes.
(a) Straight fibers (b) End-hooked fibers (c) Crimped fibers
Figure 2.7: Examples of steel fibers
The EHE-08 regulation [6] recommends a fiber minimum length of 2 times the maximum
aggregate diameter. Therefore, it is usually used the size between 2.5 and 3 time the
maximum aggregate diameter. On the other hand, the fiber maximum length must be
lower than 2/3 of the diameter of the pumping pipe.
In equal length and quantity, small diameters increase the number of fibers per unit
weight and make denser the fiber mesh. The spacing between fibers is reduced when the
fiber is finer, being more e cient and thus allowing a better redistribution of the load or
the stresses.
⌅ Polymeric fibers: plastic fibers are made of polymeric material, as polypropylene or nylon,
extruded and cut. According to the manufacturing process, they can be classified as:
– Type I: extruded monofilaments
– Type II: fibrillated film
Their dimensions and functions can vary:
– Micro-fibers: they are used to reduce the cracking as a result of the shrinkage and
to improve their behaviour against fire, and therefore it is convenient to have a high
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number of fibers per kilogram. Their diameter is lower than 0.30mm. In addition,
they are characterized by their fiber frequency, in other words, the number of fibers
per kilogram. Fiber frequency depends on fiber length and fiber diameter.
– Macro-fibers: they are structural fibers and are used in the calculus of the
reinforcement. Their diameter is higher than 0.30mm and their length is from 20mm
to 60mm and the ratio between fiber length and maximum aggregate size has to be
3:1.
Figure 2.8 shows three examples of polymeric fibers.
(a) Polypropylene fibers (b) Nylon fibers (c) Aramid fibers
Figure 2.8: Examples of polymeric fibers
⌅ Other inorganic fibers: EHE-08 [6] only considers, beyond steel and polymeric fibers,
fiberglass fibers. There are other materials used as fibers but in fields other than the
structures.
The first fiberglass fibers had problems because of concrete alkalis. To protect the fibers
from this attack, the alkali-resistant fibers (AR) were created. They have a protective
layer composed of an epoxy material, which reduces its a nity for calcium hydroxide,
which responsible for the embrittlement of the composite process. They have been used
in projected concrete and in precasts.
The mechanical characteristics are related with the material of the fibers. In table 2.1, there is
a list of the most important characteristics of the di↵erent fiber materials. Their utilization is
very di↵erent due to their price di↵erence. For example, carbon fibers are really expensive and
it is impossible to use them in the construction field due to the large number of fibers needed
to build any structure.
The di↵erent origins of the material of fibers are noted. Of all the materials used for fibers,
steel is preferred.
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Material
Tensile Young Density Ultimate
strength [MPa] modulus [GPa]
⇥
kg/m3
⇤
elongation [%]
Metallic
Stainless steel 2100 160 7860 3.0
Steel 500-3000 200 7800 3.5
Glass
E glass 2000-4000 70-80 2500 1.5-3.5
AR glass 1500-3700 80 2700 2.5-3.6
Synthetic
Acrylic 200-400 2 1100 1.1
Aramid 3500-3600 65-133 1450 2.1-4.0
Carbon 4000 200-240 1400 1.4-1.8
Nylon 760-820 4.1 1100 16-20
Poliester 720-860 8.3 1400 11-13
Polyethylene 200-300 5.0 960 3.0
Polypropylene 400-800 5-25 900 8.0-20
Natural organic
Coconut 108-250 2.5-4.5 680-1200 14-41
Bamboo 350-500 33-40 1.5 -
Jute 250-350 26-32 1030 1.5-1.9
Sisal 228-800 11-27 760-1100 2.1-4.2
Natural inorganic
Asbests 600-1000 83-183 3200 1.0-2.0
Basalt 990 7.6 1593 2.56
Gra to 1000-2600 230-415 1900 0.5-1.0
Table 2.1: Main mechanical and physical characteristics of the di↵erent type of fibers (Lo¨fgren,
2005)
2.1.4 Stress-strain diagrams
Compressive strength is not a↵ected by the introduction of fibers. The maximum compressive
stress is calculated as the conventional reinforced concrete, by the formation of cracks in the
compressive stress direction. The presence of fibers does not change the fissure formation
pattern. Therefore, the compressive strength change is ignored.
Adding fibers into the concrete matrix produces a variation on the stress-strain curve, increasing
the maximum tensile stress and the ductility. The increment of the fatigue strength and
the reduction of the permeability contribute to a longer life of the concrete and reduce the
maintenance costs.
In figure 2.9, there is a scheme of the behaviour on a tensioned state of the concrete, the
conventional reinforced concrete and the steel fiber reinforced concrete. The compressive    "
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diagram in SFRC is the same as conventional reinforced concrete.
(a) Concrete (b) Reinforced concrete (c) SFRC
Figure 2.9:     " curve of (a) concrete, (b) conventional reinforced concrete and (c) steel fiber
reinforced concrete
There is not a standard method to calculate the    " diagram through laboratory tests. Each
country has its own way to calculate this diagram, a fact that produces problems between
countries. In addition, it should be noted that depending on the type and quantity of fibers,
each diagram will be di↵erent, so it would be necessary to take into account the test results for
di↵erent mixtures. Below two ways to calculate the     " diagram are explained.
2.1.5     " diagram according to RILEM TC 162-TDF
RILEM (Re´union Internationale des Laboratoires et Experts des Mate´riaux, syste`mes de
construction et ouvrages) was founded in June 1947, with the aim to promote scientific
cooperation in the area of construction materials and structures. The mission is to advance
scientific knowledge related to construction materials, systems and structures and to encourage
transfer and application of this knowledge worldwide.
RILEM TC 162-TDF [8] proposes a method which is valid for SFRC with a characteristic
compressive strength less than 50 N/mm2. The goal is to calculate the     " diagram. This
curve is calculated from residual flexural tensile strengths, fR,i, obtained directly from the
Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD).
This method evaluates the tensile behaviour of the steel fiber reinforced concrete in two ways:
⌅ Flexural tensile stresses. They are calculated measuring the areas into applied load-
deformation curves.
⌅ Residual flexural tensile stresses. They are determined by the Crack Mouth Opening
Displacement (CMOD).
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For each case, an isostatic beam with an increasing punctual load in the center of the beam is
tested. Its cross-section dimensions are 150x150mm and its minimum length is 550mm. The
tests beams must not be made with fiber length higher than 60mm. These details are shown
in figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Beam details and geometric dimensions on Rilem test (RILEM TC-162-TDF,
2003)
The test beams will be removed from the mold after 24-48 hours to be prepared. Then, they
will be stored in a chamber with 20 C and HR>95% until the test day (normally, after 28 days).
In addition, the test beam has a small notch at the bottom center. This notch must have
a depth of 25±1mm and must not have more than 5mm of width. So, the e↵ective height will
be 125mm. The test methodology is shown in figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Methodology in Rilem test and notch detail (RILEM TC-162-TDF, 2003)
The resulting values are:
⌅ Limit of proportionality (LOP): maximum tensile obtained and related with the opening
of the first fissure.
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⌅ Two equivalent flexural tensile strengths that identify the material behaviour in two
determined points.
⌅ Four residual flexural tensile strengths that identify the behaviour in a determined CMOD.
Applying this F load under specified conditions, the F-  (deformation) and the F-CMOD
diagrams are obtained. Six test beams have to be tested with a certain type of concrete.
CMOD and   are related:
CMODRILEM = 1.18 ·  RILEM   0.0416 (in mm) (2.1)
Figure 2.12 illustrates the relationship between the crack mouth opening displacement and the
load.
Figure 2.12: Load-CMOD diagram is used to obtain the residual flexural strength (RILEM
TC-162-TDF, 2003)
FR,i are the loads corresponding to CMOD of 0.5; 1.5; 2.5 and 3.5mm. These values determine
the equivalent and residual strengths.
The residual flexural tensile strengths, fR,i, are calculated through a formula that relates the
load corresponding to CMODi, FR,i with fR,i. This formula is:
fR,i =
3FR,iL
2bh2sp
(2.2)
fR,i : residual flexural tensile strength corresponding to CMODi; i=1,2,3,4
FR,i : load corresponding to CMODiIn figure 2.12; i=1,2,3,4
l : span of the specimen
l : width of the specimen
hsp : the distance between the notch tip and the top of the specimen
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Once the residual flexural tensile strengths are calculated, the     " curve can be calculated.
In figure 2.13, the    " curve with the values that can be calculated with the residual flexural
strength is represented.
Figure 2.13:   - " curve of SFRC
The values in figure 2.13 are, according to RILEM TC-162-TDF [8], calculated by the following
formulas:
 1 = 0.7fctm,fl (1.6  d [mm]) "1 =  1
Ec
(2.3)
 2 = 0.45fR,1kh "2 = "1 + 0.1h (2.4)
 3 = 0.37fR,4kh "3 = 25h (2.5)
Where Ec = 9500 (fctm)
1/3 and Kh is a shape factor determined by formula 2.6 and figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Value of shape factor, kh (RILEM TC-162-TDF, 2003)
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kh = 1.0  0.6h [cm]  12.5
47.5
h  60 [cm] (2.6)
2.1.6     " diagram according to EHE-08
To calculate     " diagram, EHE-08 [6] considers two types of diagrams. The first one is a
rectangular diagram and is characterized by the design residual tensile strength, fctR,d. This
diagram is shown in figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Rectangular diagram (EHE-08, 2008)
For a more accurate analysis, there is the multilinear diagram shown in figure 2.16 defined by a
tensioned strength, and the residual tensioned strengths, fctR1,d and fctR3,d associated to "1 and
"2, respectively.
Figure 2.16: Multilinear diagram (EHE-08,2008)
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fL = Load that corresponds to the limit of proportionality
fct,d = 0.6fct,fl,d
fctR1,d = 0.45fR,1,d
fctR3,d = k1 (0.5fR,1,d   0.2fR,1,d)
k1 =
⇢
1 for flexioned sections
0.7 for tensioned sections
"1 = 0.1 + 1000fct,d/Ec,0
"2 = 2.5/Ics
"lim =
⇢
20h for flexioned sections
10h for tensioned sections
Ics = Critical length (in meters), calculated as Ics = min (smh  x)
x = neutral axis depth
h  x = distance between neutral axis and the most tensioned extreme
sm = distance between cracks
2.1.7 Advantages and disadvantages
Adding fibers into the concrete composition produces an improvement in the next aspects:
⌅ Strength: fibers are an e↵ective alternative to conventional reinforced concrete. Adding
fibers creates an uniform and homogeneous concrete matrix that reduces the fragility and
increases the mechanical properties. In the     " curve, SFRC keeps the strength in the
progressive deformation until 25h.
⌅ Ductility: the fact that its strength does not vary until its maximum strain converts the
SFRC into a ductile material, increasing the reaction time in case of structural collapse.
⌅ Durability: the volume changes in the conventional reinforced concrete and its internal
stresses might produce cracks increasing the risk of corrosion. Steel fibers act absorbing
these internal stresses and reduce the number and the width of these cracks.
⌅ Fire resistance: if steel fibers are melted by fire, the concrete would expand into those
spaces. In addition, the collapse would be ductile so, there would be enough time to
respond in case of fire.
⌅ Economic advantages: although fibers are more expensive than conventional bars or
prestessing, there are several reasons that they reduce construction costs:
– Fibers might reduce the concrete thickness and, consequently, the concrete volume.
– Fibers can substitute partially or totally the passive reinforcement.
– The addition of fibers is easier than the assembly of conventional reinforcement
concrete, so it reduces the labor costs and assembly di culties.
– Fibers are easy to be transported to the construction side.
– Fibers decrease the construction time.
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– Fibers reduce corrosion and fatigue thus saving money in future maintenance labours.
Nevertheless, there are some disadvantages. There could be problems during the mixing or a
wrong fiber orientation that will not reinforced the cracks correctly. In addition, it is hard to
obtain the desired compaction. Fibers are made of steel and there is a risk of corrosion.
2.1.8 Application fields and examples
In the applications explained below, steel fibers are a very important part of the structure and
contribute to improvements in the construction sector.
⌅ Tunnel linings: precast concrete segments are assembled to form a series of rings. This
is the support structure of tunnels. Steel fibers help in decongesting steel reinforcement
cages and reduce the chipping and spalling of concrete segments during the installation.
Furthermore, fibers provide a 3D reinforcement reducing the extent of cracks.
The Brisbane Airport Link (Brisbane, Australia) is a tunnel that has an internal diameter
of 11.34 m. The segmental linings has a length of 2m and a thickness of 400mm. They are
the largest SFRC segmental tunnel linings in the world. The tunnel connects Brisbane
city to the northern suburbs and the airport along 11km stretch as shown in figure 2.18a.
⌅ Concrete pavements: this is one of the major application areas of SFRC. The general
loads in this structure include stationary loads, like pallets or containers, and moving
loads, like trucks. Conventional plain concrete slabs work only in the elastic range of the
material. As soon as the stresses exceed the elastic limit, the concrete cracks. However,
SFRC redistributes the loads allowing the use in plastic range and produces progressively
finer cracks. The figure 2.17 is a scheme of these two behaviours.
Figure 2.17: Behaviour of SFRC and conventional passive reinforcement in concrete pavements
An example of this application field is the SFRC ground bearing internal floor slab built
by Twintec in Amman (Jordan), in the year 2010, for a Japanese company. The slab has
7755 m2. The client required minimal joints and Twintec designed 30m x 30m panels,
in other words, a “joint-free” floor slab of a thickness of 180mm. This floor slab can be
observed in figure 2.18b.
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(a) Brisbane Airport Link (Brisbane, Australia) (b) SFRC floor slab (Amman, Jordan)
Figure 2.18: SFRC real applications
2.2 Segmental bridges
A segmental bridge is a bridge built in short sections (called segments), one piece at a time, that
are progressively connected together to form a completed structure, as opposed to traditional
methods that build a bridge in very long single beams. The bridge is made of concrete that
is either cast-in-place (built fully in its final location) or precast concrete (built at another
location and then transported to their final location for placement in the full structure). The
distance of the storage area to the final location determines the method of transportation.
Figure 2.19 shows a truck transporting the precast segment to the bridge location. In addition,
time, weight, permits, noise ordinances and environmental will be factors to take into account
to decide which method of transportation will be chosen. It is important that the segments
will be transported to the bridge side in the same order they were cast.
Figure 2.19: Transportation of precast segment
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Segmental bridges are gaining popularity as a construction method where the terrain or the
tra c do not allow the construction of conventional monolithic structures, for instance, deep
valleys, wide waterways and heavily traveled highways. Segmental bridges can also decrease the
disruption to the environment and users’ daily commutes and they can be straight or curved
alignments.
These types of bridges are only 60 years old. The first segmental concrete bridge was cast-
in-place and it spans the Lahn river (Balduinstein, Germany) and was built in 1950. Therefore,
the first precast segmental concrete bridge was built in 1962. It is the Choisy-le-Roi Bridge
(Paris, France) which spans the Seine River. These two bridges can be observed figure 2.20.
(a) Lahn river Bridge (Balduinstein, Germany) (b) Choisy-le-Roi Bridge (Paris, France)
Figure 2.20: First segmental bridges
Segmental construction technique reduces intermediate piers and allows building to take place
without auxiliary systems of erection, facilitating the construction of bridges over the river and
of long span bridges. Thus, this has been a very e↵ective and economical technique in many
situations.
The first step in constructing of a segmental bridge is the erection of the support towers.
These towers will hold the bridge weight itself, the permanent loads like the railings and the
transitory loads like pedestrians or the tra c crossing over it. The workmen generally build
these towers up from the ground below the bridge, layering concrete to reach the bridge height.
Once the towers are collocated, the workmen begin to work in the superstructure, a kind
of frame that is supported by the towers. If the bridge is cast on-site, the workers usually
install the steel frame before introducing the concrete for the span while for precast bridges,
the crew can build the steel frame piece by piece, attaching each segment, like a puzzle.
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2.2.1 Construction methods
These types of bridges are built using one of these two methods:
Span-by-span method
In this method, each segment is temporarily held in place until they are connected and can
support themselves and the erection procedure of the next span. This method is very repetitive
and is economically viable for spans from 25 to 55 meters.
This method requires very specialized equipment, like shoring towers. The typical mid-spans
first step is to load segments onto the supports. They are then rolled up and are introduced
in reverse order and they are supported by underslung trusses with a length of twice the span.
After the setting of all the segments of the span, the longitudinal post-tensioning operations
will begin. After this operation, the span is self-supportive and complete. The trusses and
other devices are advanced to erect the next span by the same process.
The advantages of span-by-span method are:
⌅ Quick and simple erection
⌅ Easy geometry control
⌅ Minimum users delay
⌅ Cost e↵ective
⌅ Simple design
Figure 2.21a shows a crane taking a segment and raising it. Then the crane leaves it on the
underslung trusses to support them (figure 2.21b).
(a) Crane raising a segment (b) Segments supported by underslungs trusses
Figure 2.21: Span-by-span method of segmental bridge construction
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Balanced Cantilever method
This method consists of the erection of segments in their permanent location starting with
a pile point and working cantilevered incrementally in a balanced state. The segments are
placed individually and alternate the span where they are collocated in balanced-unbalanced
conditions. This method is also a repetitive method and it is used when the span-by-span
method is di cult to carry out. This method is used for segmental bridges from 55 meters to
150 meters. If the segments are fixed to the columns, the segments will be held by a frame
until the post-tensioning is installed.
At the beginning, a first segment is situated above the pile. The second segment is collocated
on the other side of the pile. The next segments are collocated on both sides alternatively
and connected temporarily to the previous segments. After a certain number of segments are
collocated, a post-tensioning is carried out.
Figure 2.22a shows an example of this construction method. Figure 2.22b shows the end
of a span through the collocation of the last segment and connecting each side.
(a) Both sides construction (b) Connection between cantilevers
Figure 2.22: Balanced cantilever method of segmental bridge construction
2.2.2 Important segmental bridge projects
Precast segments have been used to build long and complicated bridges. This section presents
two of these examples.
Confederation bridge
This 8 mile long bridge connects Prince Edward Island to New Brunswick (Canada). It has
the special characteristic of being the longest bridge in the world to span ice covered waters.
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There is ice covering straits 5 months of the year. In addition, bridge engineers designed a 52
degree conical ice shield located on the pier shaft to break up the ice. This ice shield actually
lifts the ice flow up so it breaks on its own weight.
The construction started in 1993 and finished in 1997. It is a multi-span beam bridge with a
post-tensioned concrete box girder structure (figure 2.23a). Most of the curved bridge is 40m
above water with a 60m navigation span for ship tra c. The bridge rests on 62 piers, 44 of
which are main piers and have a length of 250m. The bridge is 11m wide.
The finished bridge can be observed in figure 2.23b.
(a) Bridge girder box segment (b) Finished bridge eye of view
Figure 2.23: Confederation bridge (Prince Edward Island, Canada)
Roosevelt Bridge
This bridge, built in Stuart (Florida, USA), is a segmental box girder bridge of 1368m and
52000m2 of bridge deck. The project began in 1994 and finished in 1997. It substitutes two
aging bascule spans. With 1112 segments, it was necessary to cast them in White City (15
miles North) and transport them to the side.
The bridge has an ”S” shape and there are no two equal segments. This required careful
coordination and monitoring with tensioning operations. A 166 meter long pier was built at
the water line under the bridge connecting Flager Park and the City Riverwalk, the two river
side cities. The finishing pier uses the bridge footings as platforms and decorative railings.
The bridge’s unique features are:
⌅ Fiberglass pipes that contain all the drainage which is piped into either end of the bridge’s
retention ponds which are completely contained inside the bridge.
⌅ The bridge was built using cantilever type construction with an overhead gantry crane,
which was necessary due to the shallowness of the river. The gantry allowed it to complete
two spans before having to be moved. This gantry crane can be observed in figure 2.24a.
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⌅ The interior is completely open which facilitates the maintenance.
⌅ A special class 5 concrete microsilica mix was used in the high corrosion zone giving the
bridge a 75 year lifespan.
The finished bridge can be observed in figure 2.24b.
(a) Bridge under construction (b) Finished bridge eye of view
Figure 2.24: Roosevelt Bridge (Stuart, Florida, USA)
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Design of the precast segment
3.1 Introduction
This chapter will explain the steps to design the precast segment. First, original segmental
bridge in which the thesis is based will be introduced. It is a line 2 extension of the subway
of Monterrey (Nuevo Leon, Mexico) which is made of precast segments a with longitudinal
and transversal post-tensioning and a reinforcement made of steel bars to support the initial
stresses due to the shrinkage.
This thesis analyses the viability of building this bridge in Spain through Spain’s EHE-08
regulation [6] and the Spanish Train Bridge Loads Instruction IAPF [5]. Therefore, the
materials, the precast segment geometry, the reinforcement and the bridge erection process
will be slightly di↵erent. In addition, this thesis recommends a better alternative to support
the initial stresses through Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete.
3.2 Original structure
3.2.1 Motivation
In 1991, the first line of the Metrorrey, the subway of Monterrey (Nuevo Leon, Mexico), was
completed. The structure is a viaduct of 18.5km (fig. 3.1) and comprises typical spans from
27m to 36m. In spite of being a e cient system of transportation, the structure has serious
aesthetic problems: rust in the columns, a lack of uniformity in the colors of the segments and
wavy segment joints. Metrorrey’s line 2 was completed in 1994 and comprises a cut-and-cover
tunnel built under the city’s congested down-town. Then, extending this line northward became
necessary but previous problems and negativity from the citizens caused by line 1 motivated
engineers to investigate a more attractive alternative for the line 2 extension.
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Figure 3.1: Metrorrey linea 1 viaduct
Due to the criticism of the Metrorrey line 1, the engineers studied metro lines worldwide and
decided to incorporate a cross-section similar to the one in Santiago (Republic of Chile, fig
3.2). Although they decided a monolithic precast concrete girder design first, the necessity to
accelerate the process forced them to contemplate new alternatives and finally the engineers
chose the innovative and more economical precast concrete segmental technology developed by
J.J. Gon˜i Baamonde to build the viaduct of the line 2 extension.
Figure 3.2: Santiago linea 4 viaduct
3.2.2 Features of the typical structural cross-section
The viaduct’s typical structural unit is a simply supported precast concrete segmental girder
resting on 1.6-m-diameter columns directly attached to 1.8-m-long drilled shafts, which do not
require a footing. The segments have a width of 9.2m and a depth of 3.55m and the span
length is 37m. The diagram in figure 3.3 illustrates the typical central cross-section used in
this structure.
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Figure 3.3: Typical cross-section segment (Garc´ıa and Gon˜i, 2009)
The typical cross-section segment (fig. 3.4a) contains only 45kg/m3 of steel weight to concrete
volume. This is because of the green transverse elements observed in figure 3.4 which are
another innovation: the use of grease and sheathed transversal post-tensioning. The pier
segments (fig. 3.4b) have essentially the same shape as the typical segment. However, their
thickness is increased to accommodate the transmission of the shear forces to the bearings and
the anchoring of the eight bottom-slab longitudinal tendons.
(a) Central cross-section reinforcement (b) Pier segment cross-section reinforcement
Figure 3.4: Reinforcement bars and transversal post-tensioning (Garc´ıa and Gon˜i, 2009)
3.2.3 Segment casting
The concrete segments were cast using the full-span, long-line casting method, which consists
of casting the segments in a span all together in a single bed in the same relative positions that
they would occupy in the bridge (fig. 3.5)
The U-shape cross-section and the use of greased and sheathed strands simplified both the
casting forms and the tensioning of transversal prestressing.
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Figure 3.5: Precast of the segments (Garc´ıa and Gon˜i, 2009)
3.2.4 Span erection
Each span was erected with two overhead gantries, which are supported by the piers. They
held the precast segments and kept them suspended in the air until all the spans were in their
position. Then, the workers introduced the longitunal post-tensioning connecting the segments
and assembling the span. The rear leg was supported on wheels rolling over the bottom slab.
Finally, the yellow gantry rolled over each placed span to move to erect the next one. Figure
3.6 shows this process.
Figure 3.6: Precast segment erection (Garc´ıa and Gon˜i, 2009)
This viaduct was built by the Weidlinger Associates with the design assistance of Garcia Bridge
Engineers company. They received the ACEC NY Diamond Award for the construction of the
Metrorrey line 2 extension. The figure 3.7 shows the finished viaduct.
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(a) Longitudinal view of the viaduct (b) Train crossing the viaduct
Figure 3.7: Finished viaduct of Metrorrey line 2 (Garc´ıa and Gon˜i, 2009)
3.3 Materials and geometric data
The precast concrete segment was designed before doing the calculations. However, only the
massive section without the post-tensioning was designed and it is calculated in section 3.5.
3.3.1 Geometric characteristics
Length [m] L 36
Height [m] h 1.9128
Central precast concrete segments length [m] Lc 3.122
Extreme precast concrete segments length [m] Le 2.39
Table 3.1: Bridge characteristics
Central cross-section
Concrete area [m2] A0 3.757
Center of gravity [m] yccg,0 0.678
Inertia moment [m4] Ixx,0 1.701
Top fiber length [m] v 1.235
Bottom fiber length [m] v0 0.678
Inertia radius 1 [m] c 0.668
Inertia radius 2 [m] c0 0.367
I/A ratio [m2] '2 0.453
Table 3.2: Central cross-section characteristics (massive geometry)
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Extreme cross-section
Concrete area [m2] A0 6.0319
Center of gravity [m] yccg,0 0.593
Inertia moment [m4] Ixx,0 1.824
Top fiber length [m] v 1.32
Bottom fiber length [m] v0 0.593
Inertia radius 1 [m] c 0.510
Inertia radius 2 [m] c0 0.229
I/A ratio [m2] '2 0.302
Table 3.3: Extreme cross-section characteristics (massive geometry)
3.3.2 Material characteristics
The materials used are concrete and two types of steel, one for longitudinal and transversal
reinforcement (post-tensioning) and the other to resist initial stresses (fibers). Their
characteristics are summarized in these tables.
Concrete
Concrete HP/45/B/20/IIa
Specific weight [KN/m3]  c 25
Compressive strength at 28 days [MPa] fck,28 45
Compressive strength at 7 days[MPa] fck,7 35.05
Medium tensile strength at 28 days [MPa] fctm,28 3.795
Medium tensile strength at 7 days [MPa] fctm,7 2.956
Medium bending-compressive strength at 28 days [MPa] fctm,fl,28 3.795
Medium bending-compressive strength at 7 days [MPa] fctm,fl,7 2.956
Young modulus at 28 days [MPa] Ecm,28 31928.429
Young modulus at 7 days [MPa] Ecm,7 29621.392
Partial security coeficient [-]   1.5
Calculus compressive strength [MPa] fcd 30
Table 3.4: Concrete characteristics
Conventional steel characteristics
Active reinforcement steel Y1860-S7
Maximum characteristic compressive load [MPa] fp,max,k 1860
Compressive elastic limit [MPa] fpk 1700
Young modulus [MPa] Ep 210000
Table 3.5: Active reinforcement steel characteristics
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Passive reinforcement steel B500-SD
Compressive elastic limit [MPa] fyk 500
Partial security coe cient [-]   1.15
Calculus compressive strength [MPa] fyd 434.782
Table 3.6: Passive reinforcement steel characteristics
Steel fibers characteristics
Steel fibers 80/60BC
Tensile strength [MPa] ff,k 1225
Young modulus [MPa] Ef 210000
Length [mm] Lf 60
Diameter [mm] df 0.75
Slenderness [-]  f 80
Number the fibers per weight [fibers/kg] Nf 4584
Table 3.7: Steel fiber characteristics
3.4 Bridge dimensions
The analysed structure is a single span bridge which is formed by precast concrete segments,
one behind the other, instead of using a single longitudinal beam. Its length is 36m and
it is used by the metro. The concrete segments are made with SFRC instead of using
conventional reinforcement, and contain several cavities to introduce the longitudinal and
transversal prestressing. Its shape is a U without angles to can introduce the transversal
tendons and make the parabola shape. This shape can be observed in figure 3.8. In addition,
its depth is 3.122 meters. A scaled complete description of the cross section is shown in appendix
B.
Figure 3.8: Central cross-section shape
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However, the pier segments are di↵erent on the external part of the bridge, the bottom slab is
thicker in order to better support the acting shear force. The cross-section of these two precast
segments can be observed in figure 3.9. Its length is also di↵erent, 2.39 meters, to obtain the
required 36 meters for the bridge. A scaled complete description of the cross section can also
be observed in appendix B.
Figure 3.9: Extreme Cross-section shape
All the calculations are made taking the central segment into account, because they are used
throughout the structure except the first and last segments.
The precast segments are connected and linked by the longitudinal post-tensioning and two
piers support them. There are two trucks above the structure on which the trains run, one in
each direction. Therefore, the bridge supports all the necessary elements, such as cables and
catenary, that allow the train to run.
3.5 Bridge loads
To find the necessary reinforcement, the maximum solicitations have to be calculated first.
They are calculated in the Appendix A using the program SAP2000. This program helps in
the design of supported beam construction, its cross-section and its extrusion throughout the
beam. In addition, the beam was divided into sections constituting a 1D-mesh to refine the
results (fig. 3.10).
The bridge loads are:
• Self-weight: treated as a distributed load
• Dead loads
– Distributed loads: electric cables, rails, sleepers.
– Puntual loads: catenary
• Live loads: train
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Figure 3.10: Bridge span using the program SAP2000
The extended calculus of the reinforcement expressed in the sections 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 are
in appendix A.
3.5.1 Normal solicitations. Serviceability limit state design
Lengthwise, the bridge is considered a supported beam. SAP2000 calculates the bending
moment diagram (fig 3.11).
Figure 3.11: Bending moment along the length (Y-axis)
The maximum bending moment is in the center of the beam and its value is 30174 KNm.
To calculate the area of reinforcement, the structure is imposed into a compressive state.
Thereby, the necessary force is 24820 KN.
To obtain this force, the necessary area is:
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Ap0 = 17800 mm
2 ) 140 mm2 ) 8 ducts of 19C15 (3.1)
However, the prestressing losses reduce this force. First approximation of the ducts position
was calculated. These prestressing losses are:
• Immediate losses:
– Frictional between tendon and tendon duct losses
– Losses due the slip at anchorages after prestressing
– Losses due to the elastic shortening of concrete
• Time dependent losses
In table 3.8, the prestressing forces after the losses are resumed. The total losses are lower than
the 20% of the initial tensioning force in each studied point. The horizontal lines separate the
central part to the extreme parts.
Y Pk,inst Pk,1
0.00 22190.06 21184.66
1.87 22243.26 21181.87
2.39 22249.46 21145.98
2.39 22027.57 19994.05
9.00 22467.75 21288.74
18.00 22516.41 21799.61
27.00 22092.53 20983.02
33.61 21689.61 19718.69
33.61 21907.84 20851.69
34.13 21904.08 20887.65
36.00 21860.43 20894.36
Table 3.8: Prestressing force after instantaneous and time dependent losses
3.5.2 Shear force. Ultimate limit state design
As in the normal solicitations, SAP2000 also calculated the shear force diagram (fig. 3.12).
However, the shear force used to calculate the necessary reinforcement will be that one placed
in a d -distance of the extreme. d is the distance between the top part of the section and the
active reinforcement. In this point, the shear force is 4732 KN.
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Figure 3.12: Shear force along the length (Y-axis)
Besides considering the external loads, prestressing load that reduces the applied shear force
must be taken into account. The total shear force, Vrd, is 3920.7 KN
Then, this force has to be compared with the resistance of concrete in its compressed and
tensioned states. These forces are, respectively:
Vu1 = 10840.724 KN
Vu2 = 1733.48 KN
Vrd is higher that Vu2, so, a reinforcement is necessary. The necessary steel area is 2013
mm2/m.
However, instead of using the conventional passive bars, the original bridge introduced
transversal post-tensioning. This thesis follows the same method, so, the necessary prestressing
cables are 12 ducts of 4C15.
The maximum prestressing force, P0,trans, is 9374 KN.
3.5.3 Torsional solicitations
According to EHE-08 art. 45.1 [6], when the equilibrium does not depend on torsional strength
of one or more elements, it will only be necessary to check the ultimate limit state expressed
in this article when the torsional modulus was considered in the stress calculations.
In this case, the torsional modulus has not been used, so, it is not necessary to calculate the
torsional solicitations. The intern mechanism resists the torsional moment due to the support
configuration.
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3.6 Construction process
The construction process is similar to the one in the original viaduct on which this thesis is
based.
3.6.1 Segment precast
The set-up of the precast segment is made in a specialised installation and transported to the
construction site by trucks. The advantages of doing it this way, instead of setting it up directly
on the construction, are:
⌅ Guarantee a strict quality control.
⌅ Improve the construction speed.
⌅ Use this space in the construction site for other activities.
Additionally, the Spanish tradition has been to do it this way because there are many precast
factories with modern techniques and technologies. If this study were to be done in other
countries, the situation would be di↵erent and the two ways would have to be compared again.
This is why the original bridge in Monterrey (Mexico) was made in situ.
Once the precast segment is dry enough, the workers apply the transversal post-tensioning
and the precast segment is ready to be transported to the construction area.
3.6.2 Span erection
The precast segments are brought to the construction site at the same time that they are
produced to save space.
The segments will be erected separately with gantries and supported by an auxiliary steel
structure which will be removed at the end of the construction. Once each segment is in its
position, the longitudinal post-tensioning is introduced connecting all the segments and giving
strength to the bridge. Then, the auxiliary structure will be removed.
After that, all the necessary elements to build the two electric train rails will be introduced.
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Calculation of the quantity of steel
fiber reinforcement
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter explains the segment design, in other words, the geometric shape and
its reinforcement. In this chapter, the quantity of fibers which have to be introduced in the
concrete dosage to substitute the passive reinforcement partially or totally is calculated. These
fibers are easier to introduce than passive reinforcement bars and less time and fewer specialised
workers are needed to do it.
4.2 Self-weight stresses
To calculate the self-weight stresses, the precast concrete segments are designed in 3D through
SAP2000 program and are modelled through a 3D-mesh which is formed by parallelepiped solid
finite elements, with 8 nodes and 6 faces. In total, there are 1040 parallelepipeds to cover the
precast segment. The figures 4.1 and 4.2 show a precast segment 3D mesh.
Figure 4.1: Frontal SAP2000 precast concrete segment design
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Figure 4.2: 3D SAP2000 precast concrete segment design
The mesh is more accurate in the cross-section coordinates (x and z) than in the depth direction
(y). That is because the self-weight stresses do not depend on the depth and are the same in
each cross-section.
In addition, it is supposed that the soil is formed by medium gravel and fine sand. According
to J.A. Jime´nez in Geotecnia y cimientos [15], the ballast coe cient is 10 Kg/cm3. This value
has been introduced into the SAP2000 program in order to model the soil as a spring that only
acts in a compressive state. This spring is situated at the bottom face of the solids that are in
contact with the soil. The spring only acts in a vertical direction and the friction between the
soils and the precast segment in horizontal directions is neglected. The figure 4.3 shows this
spring.
Figure 4.3: Detail of the spring modelled by the SAP2000 program
Once the model is built, it is introduced the concrete specific weight to and the program
calculates the stresses due to the self-weight.
The stresses are expressed in figure 4.4. The maximum stresses are in the joints between
the flanges and the bottom slab because the weight of the two flanges tends to open them and
produce tensions there.
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Figure 4.4: Self-weight stresses in the precast segment [MPa]
However, the total maximum stresses will be in the symmetrical z-axe of the piece due to
the thin thickness of the bottom slab and the high di↵erence of relative humidity between
the top and the bottom of this slab. This makes stresses due to shrinkage to have a higher
value than those related with self-weight. The shrinkage stresses calculation is in the section 4.3.
According to SAP2000, the stresses in the center of the bottom slab are expressed in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Self-weight stresses in the center of the bottom slab
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4.3 Shrinkage stresses
The shrinkage produces stresses in the bottom slab. The flanges can move freely, so the
shrinkage does not produce stresses there.
4.3.1 Humidity profile
The precast concrete segments is in contact with the soil and it is assumed that the relative
humidity is 100%. The relative humidity at the top of the bottom slab is 60% and it is supposed
to be constant. The variation is calculated by the method proposed by Bazˇant in Mathematical
Modelling of Creep and Shrinkage of Concrete [3]. The governing di↵erential equations are:
@w
@t
=  divJ , J =  a
g
O(p) (4.1)
In which:
@w
@t
=
@w
@p
@p
@t
+
@w
@T
@T
@t
  w˙h, w˙h =  @w
@te
@te
@T
(4.2)
w = w(p, T, te): specified water content (kg/m3).
w˙h: rate of free water loss from the pores due to hydration.
J : flux of water through concrete (kg/sAˆ·m2).
a: permeability.
g: gravity acceleration.
te =
Z
 h Tdt: equivalent age.  h and  T are constants that depends on the relative humidity
and the temperature
T : temperature.
p: pore water pressure.
This equation is di cult to solve due to the high number of variables. It can be simplified
assuming the hypothesis of the variation due to the temperature changes is lower than the
others and that reformulating the equation in terms of relative humidity can be neglected.
@h
@t
=  Kdiv(J) + @hs
@t
,
(
J =   r(h)
h =
p
psat
(4.3)
Where:
K =
@h
@w
|T,te : the inverse slope of the desorption or sorption isotherm of concrete at constant
T and te.
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 : permeability coe cient
hs is the auto-desiccation and varies from 1 to 0.96-0.98. This variation is small and can be
neglected. So, the equation can be expressed as:
@h
@t
= div (Cr (h)) (4.4)
The equation 4.4 has been calibrated through experimentation. Bazaˇnt proposed a value for
the di↵usivity of concrete, C:
C =K  = C1
✓
0.05 +
0.95
1 + 3 (1  h)4
◆
(4.5)
C1 is the di↵usivity value at h=1 and can be described as:
C1(T, te) = C0
"
0.3 +
✓
13
te
◆0.5# T
T0
exp
✓
Q
RT0
  Q
RT
◆
(4.6)
Q: activation energy of di↵usion.
R: gas constant.
T : absolute temperature, Q/R '4700 K.
Initially, the exact age which needs a higher amount of fibers is unknown. Thus, the amount of
fibers will be calculated through several time increments through their corresponding humidity
gradient. It is supposed that the precast segments leave the precast factory three days after
segment construction. The bottom slab is divided into 10 parts and in each part there is a
relative humidity. This humidity gradient is expressed in several times in figure 4.6.
The relative humidity is not linear. At three days old the precast segment left the precast
factory and the whole piece had a relative humidity of 100%. As soon as the segment left the
factory, the top part adopts the external relative humidity of 60% and the other points form a
gradient of humidity. Over time, this gradient tends to become a linear function. The di↵erence
between successive points are higher at the top than at the bottom, so the top part will be
more tensioned.
Despite relative humidity being a linear function, it will take a lot of time to complete. In
this thesis, a linear function is not adopted because it is assumed that at this moment the
structure will already be finished.
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Figure 4.6: Relative humidity variation
4.3.2 Shrinkage calculus
The total shrinkage is calculated through EHE-08 art. 39.7 [6]. There are two shrinkages that
produce two types of deformations:
"cs = "cd + "ca (4.7)
Drying shrinkage, "cd
It can be calculated over time as:
"cd(t) =  ds(t  ts)ke"cd,1 (4.8)
Concrete current age [days] t
Concrete age at the shrinkage start [days] ts
Overtime coe cient  ds(t  ts)
Coe cient that depends on the thickness ke
Thickness [mm] e
Infinit time shrinkage deformation "cd,1
Table 4.1: Drying shrinkage parameters
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The overtime coe cient is calculated by:
 ds(t  ts) = t  ts
(t  ts) + 0.04
p
e3
, e =
2Ac
u
(4.9)
Several values have to be calculated to obtain infinite time shrinkage deformation:
"cd,1 = 0.85

(220 + 11↵ds1·) exp
✓
 ↵ds2 fcm
fcm0
◆ 
· 10 6 HR (4.10)
Coe cient that depends on curing speed ↵ds1
Coe cient that depends on curing speed ↵ds2
Mean concrete strength at t=28days [MPa] fcm
Mean concrete strength at t=28days [MPa] fcm0
Coe cient that depends on relative humidity  HR
Table 4.2: Infinit time shrinkage deformation parameters
A normal curing speed to obtain ↵ds1 and ↵ds2 is supposed.
 HR =  1.55
"
1 
✓
HR
100
◆3#
(4.11)
The figure 4.7 expresses the results of these calculations at each age.
Figure 4.7: Drying shrinkage strain
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At three days old, the strains are equal to zero because the piece has a relative humidity of
100%. As time progresses, the precast segment is further dried and this water evaporation
produces an increment of the strains.
Autogenous shrinkage, "ca
It can be calculated as:
"ca(t) =  as(t)"ca,1 (4.12)
Where,
 as(t) = 1  exp
  0.2t0.5  (4.13)
"ca,1 = (fck   10) · 10 6 [µm/m] (4.14)
Autogenous shrinkage is constant along the thickness in each age and its value is expressed in
figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Autogenous shrinkage strain
Autogenous shrinkage increases as the concrete hardens.
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Total shrinkage deformation
Finally, the two values for each height are summed up and the total shrinkage is obtained, "cs.
This shrinkage is not linear, so it will produce stresses. These deformations are expressed in
figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Total shrinkage strain
At the top part of the bottom slab, there is water evaporation, so this part is constrained.
However, the bottom part conserves its initial relative humidity equal to 100% and this produces
a small expansion of this part.
4.3.3 Equilibrium strain plane
The strains expressed in figure 4.9 do not form a plane. To know the stresses, it is necessary to
find this plane of equilibrium. Then, the di↵erence between this plane and the shrinkage
deformation multiplied by the e↵ective Young modulus provides the stresses due to the
shrinkage.
The figure 4.10 shows a scheme of the equilibrium strain plane that has to be calculated.
This plane is defined by an initial value, "0, in z=0 and a constant curvature,  , in the whole
height:
"T = "0 +  z (4.15)
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Figure 4.10: Equilibrium strain plane schema
The total strain is expressed as a sum of the mechanical and non mechanical stresses, due to
the strain of the shrinkage:
"T = "
m(z) + "nm(z) (4.16)
Mechanical stresses can be expressed as:
"m(z) =
 c(z)
E⇤cm(t)
(4.17)
E⇤cm(t) is a modified Young modulus that depends on the creep and the time:
E⇤cm =
Ecm(t, t0)
1 + 0.8'(t, t0)
(4.18)
Where '(t, t0) is the creep coe cient obtained by the EHE-08 art. 39.8. [6] and it can be
observed in figure 4.11.
Equilibrium equations are imposed to find the stresses.
Next =
Z
Ac
 c(z)dA =
Z h
0
E⇤cm"
m(z)bdz =
Z h
0
E⇤cm ["T (z)  "nm(z)] bdz = 0 (4.19)
Mext =
Z
Ac
 c(z)zdA =
Z h
0
E⇤cm"
m(z)bzdz =
Z h
0
E⇤cm ["T (z)  "nm(z)] bzdz = 0 (4.20)
According to the equations 4.19 and 4.20, there is a system of two linear equations with two
unknowns to solve substituting the equation 4.15 in them.
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Figure 4.11: Creep coe cient
8>><>>:
Z h
0
E⇤cm ["0 +  z   "nm(z)] bdz = 0Z h
0
E⇤cm ["0 +  z   "nm(z)] bzdz = 0
(4.21)
The system of equations 4.21 can be expressed as a linear matrix system.
2664
Z h
0
E⇤cmdz  
Z h
0
E⇤cmzdzZ h
0
E⇤cmzdz  
Z h
0
E⇤cmz
2dz
3775✓ "0 
◆
=
2664
Z h
0
E⇤cm"
nmdzZ h
0
E⇤cm"
nmzdz
3775 (4.22)
The functions that have to be integrated are unknown. However, there are some points in which
the values of the functions are known. If there are n points in which the values are known, the
integrals will be calculated as a summatory, through the trapezoidal rule.
Z h
0
F (z)dz '
n 1X
i=1
F (zi) + F (zi+1)
2
 z (4.23)
Solving the equation, the values of "0 and   are found. The figure 4.12 shows the equilibrium
strain plane and the shrinkage strain at each calculated age.
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Figure 4.12: Shrinkage strain and strain plane in several ages
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The extremes are tensioned and the central part is compressed. The strains increase until
a certain age and then decrease until zero at which point the piece reaches a linear relative
humidity profile. Although the bottom part has a humidity of 100%, the top part forces it to
turn and it produces tensile stresses.
4.3.4 Stresses diagram
To obtain shrinkage stresses, the constitutive law is applied:
 c = E
⇤
cm ["0 +  z   "nm] (4.24)
Figure 4.13 shows the stresses caused by the shrinkage.
Figure 4.13: Stresses due to the shrinkage
The resultant of the tensioned stresses has to be equal to that of the compressed stresses because
of shrinkage is self-equilibrated.
4.4 precast concrete segment total stresses
The sum of the stresses due to the self-weight and the stresses due to shrinkage is the total
stresses. The figure 4.14 shows these stresses.
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the di↵erence of the relative humidity which is measured at the moment that the piece leaves
the factory and the final relative humidity has the maximum value in the top part. This shows
that the top part is more tensioned than the bottom part. In other words, this point goes
from 100% of humidity until 60%, the lowest relative humidity and the relative humidity of the
environment.
Figure 4.14: Total stress due to the segment precast self-weight and the shrinkage
4.5     " curve diagram and calculation of the quantity
of steel fiber reinforcement
RILEM TC 162-TDF [8] a rms that the     " curve diagram has the form shown in 4.15.
The article Post-cracking behaviour of steel fibre reinforced concrete [7] is used to calculate the
unknown values expressed in figure 4.15 and determinate the     " curve. Once having this
curve, the quantity of the fibers can be calculated.
The value of  1 depends on the concrete characteristics.
 1 = 0.7ffctm,fl (1.6  d [mm]) (4.25)
The value of  2 depends on the stress that the fibers need to resist:
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Figure 4.15:     " tensile diagram
Fti =
Z
Ai
 tidA =
Z
hi
 tibdz =  2xib (4.26)
Where Fti is the value of the tensile force made by self-weight and shrinkage actions. Once  2
is calculated, the quantity of fibers can be calculated as:
 2 = 0.45fr,m,1 (4.27)
fr,m,1 = 0.0945Cf80/60 + 0.702 (4.28)
The quantity of fibers will be:
Cf80/60 =
1
0.0945
(fr,m,1   0.702) (4.29)
Substituting equation 4.27 in equation 4.28, the quantity of fibers in function of  2 is obtained:
Cf80/60 =
1
0.0945
⇣  2
0.45
  0.702
⌘
(4.30)
Once the quantity of fibers is known,  3 can be calculated.
 3 = 0.37fR,4 (4.31)
The article Post-cracking behaviour of steel fibre reinforced concrete [7] proposes and equation
to relate fR,4 and fR,1. This relationship is expressed in figure 4.16.
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fR,4 = 0.926fR,1 (4.32)
Figure 4.16: Relationship between fR,4 and fR,1, Post-cracking behaviour of steel fibre reinforced
concrete [7]
The strains that correspond to these three stresses can also be calculated.
"1 =
 1
E⇤c (t)
(4.33)
"2 = "1 + 0.1h (4.34)
"3 = 25h (4.35)
E⇤c(t) is the e↵ective Young modulus that depends on the creep. This modulus varies along the
height. For the calculation the value at the extreme of the top slab is assumed.
The process followed is:
1. Calculate the stresses throughout the height of the bottom slab at each age.
2. Calculate the resultant force of these stresses at each age.
3. Calculate the necessary     " to resist these forces.
4. Calculate the number of fibers needed to ensure this diagram.
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Figure 4.17 shows the     " tensile diagram necessary to calculate the number of fibers at 28
days.
Figure 4.17:     " curve
Finally, the quantity of fibers for each age is expressed in figure 4.18:
Figure 4.18: Quantity of fibers depending on time
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The higher value determines the number of fibers needed in the concrete mixture. This value
is at the age of 21 days and its value, Cf80/60, is 55 Kg/m3
Multiplying this quantity by the segment volume, the quantity of fibers per segment is 630
Kg.
4.6 Quantity of conventional reinforcement to support
the initial stresses
The typical reinforcement used to support the shrinkage and self-weight stresses is not calculated
in the reinforcement needed to support the loads. This reinforcement is bars of small diameter
(?8 - ?10) which are spaced less than 30cm apart. They have to be collocated longitudinally
and transversally to cover the whole segment area. Appendix B shows a scheme of this
reinforcement.
There are 86 longitudinal bars and a transversal reinforcement every 30 cm. The total weight
of this reinforcement is 1080 Kg.
However, this result is approximate, because if the segment were designed using bars instead
of fibers, the geometry would be di↵erent.
4.7 Technical and economical analysis of the use of fibers
Comparing the quantity of fibers and the quantity of conventional reinforcement to support
the initial stresses due to the shrinkage and the self-weight, the quantity of fibers is 65% lower
than the quantity of conventional reinforcement bars.
In this section, this improvement is evaluated economically, technically and socially and it
is determined if it is a competitive solution for segment bridges. To evaluate the viability the
cost of the materials and the labor has been taken into account. Then, the benefits which are
di cult to measure economically and as well as the future costs are evaluated.
4.7.1 Economic costs
The materials which are evaluated in the two alternatives are the concrete, the transversal
post-tensioning and, either, the fibers or the conventional reinforcement bars. In addition, the
labor cost of each alternative is calculated.
The addition of fibers does not modify the character of the concrete components (cement,
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aggregates, water and, optionally, additives), so the mixture will fill the requirements of the
Spanish regulation, EHE-08.
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the total price of each option. The evaluation of the cost of the
two alternatives can not be reduced to the price of the materials. The labor cost must also be
included. For each method represented in the tables below, the costs of concrete and transversal
post-tensioning include labor costs. The fiber and the conventional reinforcement method costs
are broken down into specific categories: material and labor cost.
FIBERS Unity Price per unity [e] Quantity Total price [e]
Concrete m3 119.11 11.73 1397.08
Transversal post-tensioning
Steel tendons Kg 1.81 1761.87 3189
Cast steel anchor u 15.54 12 186.48
Polyethylene duct m 3.21 132 423.72
Tensioning t 1.18 937 1105.66
Steel fibers
Fibers Cf,80/60 3D Kg 1.65 629.27 1030.3
Labor cost h 0 0 0
Total 7340.22
Table 4.3: Costs per precast segment using fibers
In table 4.3, labor cost of adding fibers is considered. Its value is 0 because at the time the other
concrete materials are added to the concrete mixture and therefore, labor costs are negated.
CONVENTIONAL BARS Unity Price per unity [e] Quantity Total price [e]
Concrete m3 119.11 11.73 1397.08
Transversal post-tensioning
Steel tendons Kg 1.81 1761.87 3189
Cast steel anchor u 15.54 12 186.48
Polyethylene duct m 3.21 132 423.72
Tensioning t 1.18 937 1105.66
Conventional reinforcement
Steel reinforcement Kg 1.11 1807.09 2005.87
Labor cost h 39.35 24 944.3
Total 9252.09
Table 4.4: Costs per precast segment using conventional reinforcement
In the case of the conventional reinforcement method, three specialists working to build the
segment conventional reinforcement throughout three days, eight hours per day, would be
necessary.
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Although the fibers’ cost per kg is higher than the conventional reinforcement method, the
higher quantity of steel plus the labor cost increase the price of the conventional reinforcement
alternative. The money saved in manufacturing a segment made of fibers is 1911e, which is
20% less than using steel bars.
4.7.2 Total costs
In addition to considering economic costs, social and technical costs must be included. This
chapter makes an analysis of the combination of these three types of costs.
Manufacturing time
The steps to manufacture a precast segment and its associated time are:
⌅ Conventional reinforcement assembly: 3 days
⌅ Concrete mix casting: 0.5 days
⌅ Drying time: 1 day
⌅ Transversal post-tensioning: 0.5 days
⌅ Transport to the construction area: 0.5 days
The specialist workers who assemble the conventional reinforcement bars need three days to
mount this reinforcement for each segment. Using the traditional reinforcement alternative, 5.5
days are needed to have a precast segment ready to collocate in the structure.
However, using the fiber method, this assembly is omitted and only 2.5 days are needed.
Manufacturing time of the precast segments is decreased by 45%.
Durability
Adding fibers to the concrete mixture improves the durability due to the ”sewing” e↵ect that
allows controlling and reducing of widening cracks. For this reason, penetration by aggressive
agents and corrosion are reduced.
Increasing the durability, the need for maintenance is reduced, costs associated to maintenance
are also reduced.
Security
Assembling the steel reinforcement has associated risks for workers. These risks are:
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⌅ Hand cuts
⌅ Radiation from welding
⌅ Projection of particles into eyes
⌅ Bumps and bruises
To decrease the risk of injury, the use safety helmets, leather boots with metal toes, leather
gloves and eye protection are necessary. This safety equipment is legally required in developed
countries but is optional in underdeveloped countries and workers are therefore at risk for injury.
In addition, the job of assembling the reinforcement is a very specific job and it is sometimes
di cult to find specialists in these countries, which increases the risk of injury for inexperienced
people who do this work.
The use of fibers negates these risks, o↵ering more security for the workers.
Storage
Metal bars will need a storage zone whether or not the precast segments are manufactured in
a precast factory or in the construction area. By using steel fibers, the necessity for storage
space is decreased because fibers occupy less volume than steel bars. Therefore, this space can
be designated for other uses in either precast factory or construction zones.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future lines of research
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the conclusions that are made by the analysis in this thesis are exposed. They
are compared with the objectives explained in chapter 1.2.
Finally, investigating the improvement and introduction of fibers into future structures is
presented.
5.2 Conclusions
Firstly, this thesis investigates the use of unusual U-shaped section precast segments that use
steel fibers instead of steel bars to support initial stresses (shrinkage and self-weight) and,
secondly, the use of transversal post-tensioning instead of steel bars. In addition, this study
includes all the steps from the precast segment manufacturing to the moment that the precast
segment is ready to be put into the structure. In this thesis, the characteristic strength and
the type of fibers are fixed.
According to the results obtained, the conclusions are:
⌅ The highest value of initial stresses in the initial age is because of shrinkage and it is
located in the middle part of the bottom slab.
⌅ The use of Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete with a quantity of fibers equal to 50kg/m3
allows the complete elimination of conventional passive reinforcement to resist shrinkage
and self-weight at the initial ages for a U-shaped segment thus controlling the wide
cracking and increasing the service life.
⌅ A lower quantity of steel is needed (630 Kg/segment) to resist the initial stresses in the
structure compared to the conventional reinforcement option (1080 Kg/segment).
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⌅ Although the fibers are more expensive, the economic cost of the reinforcement is lower
than using steel bars.
⌅ The use of fibers increases productivity levels because eliminates the assembly time of the
steel bars.
⌅ Altough the method used to calculate the     " diagram proposes a valid option and a
requires reasonable quantity of fibers it is not yet regulated. A worldwide regulation for
safely using structural fibers would be necessary as well as education and awareness of
this new method.
According to these conclusions, the use of fibers is economically, socially and technically viable
saving economic costs, decreasing risks and increasing durability.
5.3 Future lines of research
After analysing the viability of steel fibers in segmental bridges, the future lines of research are
proposed:
⌅ Evaluate if fibers made of other materials, like polyethylene fibers, could be better than
the steel fibers studied in this thesis.
⌅ Study the viability of using fibers in other countries which may have alternative
construction methods or di culties in manufacturing fibers.
⌅ Extend the analysis to monolithic span bridges.
⌅ Study if the concrete thickness can be reduced because of fibers. This would decrease the
quantity of concrete needed and thus the total cost of the bridge.
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